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By David Hosp

Pan Macmillan. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Dark Harbour (Unabridged), David
Hosp, Scott Finn worked his way out of Boston's toughest neighbourhood to become a rising star in
the city's most elite law firm. When the body of Natalie Caldwell, one of his closest colleagues, and
former lover, is found floating in Boston harbour - her heart surgically removed from her chest - it
appears she is the seventh victim of 'Little Jack', the Jack-the-Ripper-style murderer terrorizing
Boston. But police detective Linda Flaherty isn't so sure. With Natalie's death, Finn inherits a
coveted, high-profile assignment that could clinch his career: one involving a terrorist train
bombing. But as Finn learns more about the circumstances surrounding Natalie's death, the fabric
of the life he has created begins to tear. Suddenly he finds himself the prime suspect in her murder.
Finn needs to save himself, and the only way is to dig into the secrets of Natalie's life. The case leads
Finn and Flaherty from the crime-ridden streets of Charlestown to Boston's courtrooms and
morgues, and from the gilded enclaves of the power brokers to the darkest recesses of a serial
killer's mind. 'A legal thriller to rival Grisham or Turow'...
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I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .

It in a of the best publication. It is among the most remarkable publication i have read through. Your lifestyle period will be change once you complete
reading this article publication.
-- Cr ysta l Rolfson-- Cr ysta l Rolfson
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